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ABSTRACT

playable.

Sculptural hypertext is proposed as an alternative domain for
hypertext writing, proceeding chiefly by the removal of links
rather than by adding links to an initially unlinked text.
Relatively little is known about authoring sculptural hypertexts.
This paper examines some issues that arise in the course of
composing sculptural hypertexts and proposes tools which might
help support such designs.

In a similar way, the Story Engine client constructed on top of the
Auld Linky structural link server [9] allows a reader to choose
from a number of links to story fragments. Whether a link is
available depends on the current reading context (as opposed to
the current story fragment). Behaviors on the links modify the
reading context when links are followed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.4 [Hypertext/Hypermedia]: Theory.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Theory.

Keywords
Sculptural Hypertext, Authoring, Hypermedia Structure, Context,
Narrative

INTRODUCTION
Conventional hypertexts are constructed by adding links to
initially unlinked nodes until the desired connections are created;
we term these “calligraphic”. Sculptural hypertexts[1, 12] begin
with nodes that are, initially, completely connected; the writer
removes links until only the desired connections remain.
(“Calligraphic” is used here in its art-historical sense,
distinguishing drawing from tonal forms, rather than its
colloquial reference to fancy handwriting)
Card Shark applies a concrete metaphor of playing a sequence of
cards from a hand to the reading of a hypertext. The reader is
dealt a set of cards, and may then select the card to read –
selecting a card is, in effect, traversing a link. Each card includes
constraints, which may restrict the context in which the card may
be read, and assertions that modify the reading context. The
context thus constrains which cards may be read at a given point,
permitting the author to establish causal relations and temporal
coherence. The reading continues until no more cards remained
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How does writing a sculptural hypertext differ from more
traditional hypertext systems? What tools might hypertext
sculptors require?

CONTEXT
In a sculptural hypertext, the context determines which cards can
be read immediately, and which must be deferred or omitted
entirely. As the reading progresses, the context constrains the
choice of cards, and the chosen cards in turn change the context.
Effective writing often hinges on skillful use of context; merely
choosing nodes at random seems an unpromising rhetorical
strategy. (Note, however, that early sculptural hypertexts like its
name was Penelope [7] and Forward Anywhere [8] rely on
random juxtaposition to a remarkable degree [5]).
It is tempting to explore a rich taxonomy of sculptural contexts
elements, in which temporal constraints, causal relationships,
psychological contingencies and user models might all play a
role. Interactive fiction tools that attempt to construct detailed
world models have thus far proven disappointing, in part because
the combination of world models and the widespread assumption
that the reader should enact the protagonist’s role is
fundamentally incoherent [1]: the Holodeck cannot contain
Hamlet (but see [10]).
We note, too, that the corresponding taxonomy of calligraphic
link types has proven elusive [11]. Instead, we will explore three
general families of context, examining their narrative role and the
types of information they might contain:
Episodic - Scoping the story fragments to define episodes,
control pacing, and generate narrative direction.
Time and space naturally lend themselves to episodic boundaries.
A narrator, recounting stories of her childhood, might wander
through the years dwelling now on a teenage romantic crisis and
later on a kindergarten morning. In spatial narratives like Myst,
progress through the hypertext entails motion through a fictional
space [6].

Coherence Maintaining the local and global continuity of the
story, avoiding internal contradictions and violations of
causality.
Context makes it easy to avoid contradictions. If it’s raining, a
character can’t talk about the fine weather. If (in one telling of a
story) a character is glum, the character cannot inexplicably turn
cheerful; we might allow that the character’s mood might change
in different retellings of the episode, or from one time to another,
but mood should not change chimerically.
Episodic context can maintain continuity. Time and location can
be used to ensure that the text does not accidentally contradict
itself and that it retains focus on the topic at hand while
remaining open to transitions to new episodes. Contextual
transitions in time and space may be required to foreshadow
events, or to recall events already described.

in a scene, it is usually best to move the character off stage lest
their forgotten presence later cause confusion.

TOOLS FOR AUTHORING
If we wish to see authors experiment with sculptural writing then
we need to ease them into the process. We are currently
exploring tools for:
•

Using spatial triage to organize episodic contexts

•

Allowing authors to view cards according to their assertions
and/or constraints (to help manage coherence)

•

Generating possibility trees to reveal probable trajectories
and identify bottlenecks and unreachable states.
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Although one motivation for sculptural hypertext was its affinity
for episodic coherence, it also offers opportunities to think about
narrative craft. Early thinking about calligraphic hypertext
sometimes focused on using links to direct the plot, and progress
waited upon Bolter and Joyce’s realization that much more could
be done by using links to move across time, space, and point of
view [3]. Context objects, to be sure, help maintain consistency
and causality, but writers can use them to great effect in directing
how the story unfolds.
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